English Sample Paper

Class 9

Max Marks: 45

Rewrite the following to make meaningful sentences. 10 Marks

• the/ going/ am/ mall/ i/ to/today

• the /school/ the/ mathematics/ scored /students /a / of /centum /in

• India’s / is / today/ independence

• witness /I /under /the / protection /am/ program

Convert the following to future tense. 5 Marks

• We went to the Blue Mountains.

• Sheeba takes a walk every morning.

• The dog bit the newspaper boy.

• She bade farewell to her favorite teacher.

Underline the subject in the following sentences. 5 Marks

• I was asked by John to book a ticket.

• Sharon went to the hospital in the morning.

• Amy likes to eat pizza.

• The team won the inter-state football tournament.

Fill in the blanks with proper adjectives. 5 Marks

• She is the _____ of the three sisters.

• Deserts are _____.

• I have ____ nice sandwiches in my box.
• Untamed animals roam the high mountains.

• Write a letter to the director of the hospital complaining about the poor maintenance of the lobby and the rude behavior of the staff. 10 Marks

• Read through the conversation given below and write a short description of the same. 10 Marks

Asha: Hi Deepa, how are you?
Deepa: Hi Ash, am good. You tell me.
Asha: Deepa, I am going to the mall in the evening. Would you like to join? My brother is taking us for a treat for his birthday.
Deepa: that's so cool. Which mall are you going to?
Asha: The one near my home.